Recording of fast activity at the onset of partial seizures: depth EEG vs. scalp EEG.
Rapid discharges (25-80 Hz), a characteristic EEG pattern often recorded at seizure onset in partial epilepsies, are often considered as electrophysiological signatures of the epileptogenic zone. While the recording of rapid discharges from intracranial electrodes has long been established, their observation from the scalp is challenging. The prevailing view is that rapid discharges cannot be seen clearly (or at all) in scalp EEG because they have low signal-to-noise ratio. To date, however, no studies have investigated the 'observability' of rapid discharges, i.e. under what conditions and to what extent they can be visible in recorded EEG signals. Here, we used a model-based approach to examine the impact of several factors (distance to sources, skull conductivity, source area, source synchrony, and background activity) on the observability of rapid discharges in simultaneously simulated depth EEG and scalp EEG signals. In our simulations, the rapid discharge was clearly present in depth EEG signals but mostly almost not visible in scalp EEG signals. We identified some of the factors that may limit the observability of the rapid discharge on the scalp. Notably, surrounding background activity was found to be the most critical factor. The findings are discussed in relation to the presurgical evaluation of epilepsy.